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Summary 

Pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) is a leading killer worldwide and multi drug resistant (MDR) tuberculosis is reaching 
epidemic proportions. More innovations in TB therapeutics need to be pursued to combat this fatal threat. Host 
Defense peptides (HDP) possess wide-ranging antimicrobial activity and effective against pathogenic 
mycobacterium in in-vitro studies. For precise lung deposition and effective delivery of therapeutic HDP, respirable 
hybrid Nano-in-Micro (NIM) nanoformulation has developed and extensively investigated for pulmonary 
tuberculosis therapy. We developed and aerodynamically characterized inhalable hybrid Nano-in-Micro (NIM) 
delivery systems containing HHC-10 with/without standard anti-TB drug (Isoniazid) to provide sustained delivery of 
peptides to lungs and alveolar macrophages. HHC-10 loaded PLGA nanoparticles were prepared double emulsion 
solvent evaporation method, which was further processed into micron-sized Nano-in-Micro system using Spray 
Freeze technology (SFD). The efficacy of NIM in mycobacterium infected macrophage cell-lines and animal model 
was determined. Further, mechanistic studies were carried out in macrophage cell lines.Micron-sized inhalable 

nano-assemblies “Nano-in-Micro system (NIM) platform (5.21.34m) with nano-scale (324.813.56nm) features 
was developed to improve the delivery of HHC-10 to lungs and enhance its stability. The MMAD, GSD and Fine 
Particle fraction (FPF<4.6 μm) of emitted dose of HHC-10-NIM (2.35 ± 0.10 µm, 1.58 ± 0.03% µm and 72.38 ± 3.05%). 
The activity of NIM containing HHC-10 against intracellular Mycobacteria was discernible in a dose and time 
dependent manner without significant toxicity. NIM containing HDP may provide an unconventional novel approach 
for sustained delivery of peptide and may represent a novel paradigm in TB therapy. 

Introduction 

The current tuberculosis treatment regimen seems to be inadequate and there is urgent need to be strengthened, 
revised and further updated(1). Substantial evidences accumulating to HDP has good microbicidal activity against 
normal as well as drug resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis (2). HDP possesses wide-ranging antimicrobial activity 
and is effective against pathogenic mycobacterium in in-vitro studies. It is difficult to introduce HDP as such in 
biological system in a controlled manner by using conventional delivery systems like oral, parentral etc due to first 
pass metabolism. To kill the bacilli residing in alveolar macrophages, it is essential to deliver a sufficient amount of 
HDP into the lungs and alveolar macrophages where bacteria reside. Hence, it is hypothesised that intracellular 
delivery of nanoparticles using inhalable Nano-in-Micro (NIM) system that would provide benefits in the 
chemotherapy of TB. This formulation can be administered as adjunct therapy with conventional DOTS therapy. 
Working on the premise that a lung-targeted drug delivery system would be best for a disease of the lung, the 
inhalable particles capable of targeting lung and airway macrophages can be beneficial. Targeting nanoparticles to 
the deep lung is more difficult due to their small size, which can lead to exhaling of particles during breathing and 
consequently lower drug targeting. For sufficient targeting of macrophages the size of delivery system should be in 

the range of 1-5 m, which is most amenable to inhalation and phagocytosis.(3). Hybrid micron sized peptide-
containing Nano-in-Micro (NIM) accompanied with nanoscale properties were generated. Micron size (1-5µm) 
supposed to imparts optimum aerodynamic properties for maximal deposition, whereas nanoparticles (200-300nm) 
provide relatively better entrapment of peptides and dispersion in lung lumen13.  

Experimental Methods 

Peptide 

Synthetic HHC-10 peptide (sequence: KRWWKWIRW) was synthesized on a Liberty-blueTM automated microwave 
peptide synthesizer (CEM Corporation, NC, USA) using standard cycles of f-MOC chemistry on rink amide resin. 
The side chains protecting group were removed and peptides were cleaved from the support resin with a mixture 
of trifluoroacetic acid (90%), thioanisole (5%), ethanediol (3%), and anisole (2%) for 3 hour. Purity of HHC-10 was 
confirmed by analytical RP-HPLC [Waters Spherisorb ODS1, C18, (250×4.6 mm, 5µm)]. 
 

Hybrid Nano-in-Micro nano-assemblies 

HHC-10 loaded PLGA-NP were prepared by w/o/w double emulsion–solvent evaporation method with minor 
modifications. Briefly, 200mg of PLGA (50:50) polymer was dissolved in 5ml dichloromethane, while 100mg of HHC-
10 (peptide sequence KRWWKWIRW,) in 2ml of PBS. Primary emulsion (w/o) was prepared by adding aqueous 
peptide solution to organic polymer phase with sonication for 20sec at 40 W of energy output, in ice bath. Primary 
emulsion was added drop-wise to 40ml of 0.5% (w/v) PVA and further stirred at 300 rpm for 4h at room temperature. 

All the particles were then lyophilized for 48 h and stored at -20C until further use. To obtain optimal aerodynamic 
properties and maximum deposition in lungs, HHC10-NP (~300nm) were processed into micron scale inhalable 
nano-assemblies Nano-in-Mcro (~1-6µm) using spray freeze dying (SFD) technique. Freshly prepared HHC10-NP 
(30mg/ml) were suspended in dipalmoty phosphotidyl choline(10mg/ml) solution and sprayed into liquid nitrogen 
using 0.7mm spray dryer nozzle (Techno Search instruments, Mumbai, India).  
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Figure.1. Characterization of Nano-in-Micro delivery systems used for inhalation delivery of HHc-10 to lungs. It includes 
HHC10 loaded (A) PLGA Nanoparticles (B) Nano-in-Micro particles (Bird nest Shaped) (C) Particles size of Nanoparticles 
(F) AFM of Nanoparticles (G) Particle size of NIM 

 

Physicochemical and aerodynamic characterization of HHC10-NIM 
Physicochemical : The hydrodynamic particle diameter (d nm), zeta potential (mV) and poly dispersity index (PDI) 

of blank NP and HHC10/drug NP was determined using a zeta potential analyzer (NanoSizer Zeta Series, Malvern 
Instruments, UK). The entrapment efficiency (EE) and loading capacity (LC) of HHC-10 loaded PLGA-NP were 
measured by reverse phase High Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP-HPLC) method. The surface 
morphology of drug loaded NP was observed by using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). In-vitro release studies of HHC10 from NP and NIM was carried out in Phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS) at 37 °C for the period of 10 days.  
 
Cascade Impaction: In-vitro pulmonary deposition of HHC10-NIM was assessed by eight-stage Anderson 

Cascade Impactor (ACI) (Graseby-Andersen, Atlanta, GA, USA) with a pre-separator interfaced to the exposure 
port of Rotahaler (Cipla, Gujrat, India). The mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), Fine Particle fraction 
(FPF) and geometric standard deviation (GSD), as the estimate of central tendency and spread, respectively were 
evaluated. MMAD is the diameter above /below that is 50% of the mass of atomized(in air) particles are contained.  

 

Figure.2. Cascade impactor (A) Cascade impacter and plates of different stages (B) Pattern of flow of aerosol inside 
cascade impactor     (C) Inhouse inhalation apparatus interfaced with cascade impactor (D)  Brochio-alveolar lavage for 
retrieval of peptides from lungs 

In-vitro- antiTB activity  

Virulent Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Rv) were grown in Sauton’s medium supplemented with Oleic acid-
Albumin-dextrose-Catalase (OADC) (10% ) enrichment. The mouse macrophage cell line RAW264.7 was cultured 
in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% antimycotic-antibiotic mixture. 

RAW264.7 macrophages were seeded at a density of 2105 cells/well in 96 well plate and infected with virulent 
M.tb strain H37Rv at a Multiplicity of Infection (MOI) of 10. Pre-weighed amount of HHC10-NIM (UV sterilized) were 
suspended in DMEM to obtain a theoretical concentrations of 10, 50, 100µM HHC10 and incubated with M.tb 
infected macrophages in designated wells for 3 h (4A). An attempt was made to elucidate mechanisms of action, 
by analysing the effects of HHC10 on molecular mechanisms of killing by lysosome maturation studies using 
confocal microscopy(Fig.5).  
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Efficacy studies in animal model 

Swiss mice were infected through aerosol route (Glascol- Inhalation Exposure System, USA) with 10 mL of  

suspension of Mtb H37Rv (~ 2105/mL). Animals were exposed to bacterial aerosol generated by the nebulizer 
coupled with the apparatus. Approximately 100 bacilli were introduced into the respiratory tract of each animal. 
Treatment was started 21 days post infection and daily dosing was done 5 days/week for 4 weeks. Animals were 
randomy divided into nine groups and each group contained six mice . Group-A was designated as untreated control 
in which animals were sacrificed 48 days post infection and no treatment was given; Group-B administered with 
inhalation of blank NIM(~10.0mg) Group-C, D  and E administered with inhalation of  HHC10-NIM (~2.5, 5.0 and 
10.0mg respectively); Groups F, G, H: with inhalation of  HHC10-NIM (~2.5, 5.0 and 10.0mg respectively) plus half 
the standard oral dose of anti-TB drugs (5mg/Kg). 
 

Results 

 
Hybrid nano-in-Micro system 

The median hydrodynamic diameter of the prepared primary HHC10-loaded NP was found to be 309.1±15.6 nm as 
determined by DLS. HHC10-NP showed a surface charge (zeta potential) of -3.65±0.065 mV, with a low 
polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.121. SEM investigation further confirmed the size range, monodispersity, spherical 
shape with smooth surface topology of HHC10-NP. AFM analysis also revealed almost similar size range of 
nanospheres. The encapsulation and loading efficiencies of HHC10 in NP were 39.82±5.3% and 12.90± 3.95%, 
respectively. The NIM was recovered from spray freeze drying (SFD) procedure at mean percentage yields of 
61.25± 12.76% of starting material. SEM images revealed that NIM (bird nest shaped) are composed of visible 
aggregated nanoparticles having spherical structure (Figure.1B). The lipid layer of the NIMis supposed to be 
softened upon contact with lung fluid and surfactant, liberating HHC10-NP for uptake by bacteria infected 
macrophages.  

Aerodynamic parameters 

Cascade impactor’s functioning on inertial impaction assess the distribution of particles in a manner that represents 
as closely as possible, the aerosol actually inhaled by a patient and its behavior in the respiratory tract. Both type 

of particles (Blank-NIM and HHC10-NIM) showed high emitted dose 81% from Rotahaler, with very low retention 
in device. The MMAD, GSD and FPF of emitted dose of HHC10-NIM (3.23 ±0.67μm, 2.11±0.76μm and 
64.76±3.56%) found to be in range that is appropriate for powder dispersibility and inhalation delivery. 
 
In-vitro Bactericidal activity 

In the absence of treatment, there was growth of the mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Rv) with the colony count of 
6.09±2.13 Log10CFU/ml. Free HHC10 and HHC10-NIM demonstrated significant dose and time dependent 
mycobactericidal effect (Fig 4.).  

 
Figure. 3. Efficacy of HHC10-NIM against virulent TB bacteria using colony forming Assay (A) Mtb infected Cell lines  (B) 
Mtb infected mouse model 
 

Compared with either negative control (untreated group) or blank NIM, treatment of Mtb infected cells with either 
pure HHC10 or HHC10-NIM reduced the number of intracellular viable bacteria over a 96h of treatment Low 
concentration of pure and encapsulated HHC10 (10µM) did not demonstrated considerable killing, whereas higher 
concentration of peptide reduced significant number of M.tb population after 48h of incubation.  

A	 B	
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Figure. 4. (A) Morphology of Lungs and Spleen (B) Histopathology after establishment of infection and various 
treatments 
 

 The combination of HHC10-NIM (100µM) and INH(1.5μg/ml) exhibited ∼2.12-fold reduction in bacterial CFU 

compared to bacteria treated with HHC10-NIM alone after 96h of incubation. These results indicate that both 
HHC10-NIM exhibits a significant synergistic/additive effect with anti-TB drug against M.tb. These results 
demonstrates that HHC10-NIM kill bacteria by enhancement of phagosome-lysosome fusion(Fig.5). 

  

Figure.5 HHC10 loaded hybrid nano-in-Micro systems enhanced phagosome-lysosome fusion 

Bactericidal efficacy in animal model  

The number of viable bacteria was enumerated in terms of Log10CFU/g of tissue of homogenate of lungs of animals 
as shown in Figure 4B. Untreated controls revealed that after 21 days of aerosol infection, 6.21±0.02 log10 CFU/g 
of lung tissue were present. After a 28-day treatment period, a significant reduction in the bacterial loads of lungs 
was observed in treated mice as compared with controls. As shown in Figure 4B, HHC10-NIM showed significant 
activity at all concentrations used and were active in a dose-dependent manner (P< 0.005) at 10mg. HHC10-NIM 
induced more than 2.45 log reduction of bacterial load (Log10CFU) in the lungs compared to the growth in the 
untreated control group (5.59 ± 0.14versus 6.11 ± 0.02log10 CFU), at 5.0 mg they induced about a 2.36 log reduction 
(4.26 ± 0.12log10 CFU). 

 
Conclusion 

Inhalable NIM suitable for deep lung deposition, i.e. within respirable size range (1-10µm) and aerodynamic 
diameter of ~2.5 µm were prepared. The results reveals that NIM containing HHC10 exert significant 
antimycobaterial activity against virulent Mtb in cell lines and animal model. 
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